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I will discuss two important issues for the U.S. magnetic fusion program: the role of

alternate magnetic configurations to the tokamak; and factors which need to be considered in

planning the evolution of the U.S. program.

It is unfortunate that alternate concept work has been eliminated from the U.S. program.

Particularly, because it was an area in which the U.S. had a lead or shared the lead in the world

program; the Advanced Toroidal Facility (ATF), an operating stellarator; the ZT-H reversed field

pinch (in construction); the LSX, an operating field reversed configuration.

The loss of these programs is worrying because the tokamak, as embodied by 1TER, can

stand some improvement: coupled better confinement and beta; higher bootstrap current to

facilitate steady-state operation; disruption control, without which it is questionable that a tokamak

could ever make a viable reactor; and an effective divertor - a generic problem for all

configurations! The main approach to improving performance in the first three areas is to use

profile control, particularly of the plasma current. This is the primary mission of the proposed

Tokamak Physics Experiment (TPX) (Advanced Tokamak).

If the improvements are realized then the route to an attractive tokamak reactor is open.

However, if not, what do we do? Present experiments achieve profile control and improved

performance by transient techniques, as described in Tom Simonen's talk on D1II-D. Note that

while TPX is eight years away, the ATF has profile control today through varying currents in

external coils. In ATF it is possible to vary the level of magnetic shear or have a magnetic hill or

well, and vary the fraction of trapped particles, in studies of fundamental toroidal physics; a

capability already demonstrated. In LSX the beta is 50-90% and, while there are a number of

technical issues outstanding for this configuration, it is one of the few configurations along with

the spheromak, that offers a different kind of reactor to the tokamak, stellarator, and RFP.

I recommend strongly that DOE remove the seemingly religious insistence on no alternates

and support technical work in alternates where it can make a difference, either in fundamental

understanding or in leading to an improved reactor concept, on its own or in a combination of

concepts.



A second important goal should be to develop a vision of magnetic fusion development in

the U.S. which is consistent with that discussed in the National Energy Strategy. At the moment

there are inconsistencies, not least that the major proposed elements, ITER and TPX, do not

constitute anywhere near the total required to realize a DEMO by 2025. Factors which are

important to defining a strategy include: robustness to uncertainties about ITER, in particular; the

need to sustain public interest; the coordination and evolution of multi-institutional involvement -

of great importance is a meaningful, sustained role for industry; the lack of a viable U.S. fusion

site - today work is all undertaken in facilities which cannot accommodate future major D-T

experiments; and a lowest cost route, benefiting from international collaborations.

It is important to remember that the fusion payoff is in technology. Gallant scientific

endeavors may sustain public interest, but, because the information is generally available, cannot

be capitalized on.

Finally, we need to get on with establishing a U.S. fusion site which could host a volume

neutron source, an intense 14-MeV neutron source, the fusion technologies, ITER, and ultimately

a DEMO. It could be a run by a consortium of industries and laboratories. Note that, even if

ITER were built in the U.S., it would not be a U.S. project. A U.S. ITER facility would not be a

focus for U.S. industry. We need a U.S. site and significant U.S. facilities on it, independent of

ITER. A key aspect of work in fusion, which would benefit from joint industry/laboratory work

on a national fusion site, is that of spin-offs. There have been many important spin-offs already,

e.g., magneto-forming, plasma spraying, plasma etching, materials development, and gyrotrons.

There are many more waiting in the wings. Exploitation of these fusion innovations could provide

a steady incentive to achieving continuous industrial interest, while fusion itself is being

developed.



ROLE OF ALTERNATES

• The U.S. Has Eliminated Alternates In Areas Where The
U.S. Led

• ATF - stellarator
• RFP - ZT-H
• FRC - LSX

• The Tokamak, As Embodied By ITER, Can Stand
Improvement!

- Better beta + confinement \
- Higher bootstrap current -> (steady state) ) Profile
- Disruptions! ' Control
- Divertor (a generic problem) /

• If Improvements Work - Great!

• If Not?
- Stellarator has profile control TODAY
- FRC has 50-90% beta

We Should
- Remove "religious" insistence on no alternates

(read my memo)
- Undertake technical work in alternates

where it can make a difference
- fundamental understanding
- improvements



Evolution of Fusion Program

Vision Of Magnetic Fusion Development

- Fit To National Energy Strategy

Strategy That Is Robust/Sustains Public Interest

Coordinate/Sustain Multi-Institutional Involvement

- Meaningful role for industry

Fusion Site - No Present Site Is Adequate

Low Cost Route - Internationalize
Payoff Is In Technology

(Gallant scientific endeavours sustain interest)
U.S. Fusion Energy Site

/ Volume neutron source
^14-MeV source

- Technologies
- fusion
- spin-offs!!

- Consortium of industries/labs
- ITER (not a U.S. facility)
- DEMO


